How to Order

EPIC Orders
To place your order using EPIC please select ‘The University of Manitoba Bookstore’ as the supplier. Select catalogue order and then use the catalogue numbers provided to find the product in our catalogue. For custom configurations please contact us at Computers.On.Campus@umanitoba.ca, or call +1-204-474-7000 and we can provide a quote for the custom configuration which can be attached to your non-catalogue item order.

FOAP Orders
We can charge the item directly to a FOAP provided we have an authorization form signed by a signing authority, or an email from a signing authority authorizing the purchase. Orders can be made in person at either our Health Sciences or Fort Garry locations, or by emailing Computers.On.Campus@umanitoba.ca.

Personal Purchases
All of these items are available for personal purchase, using the Employee Computer Purchasing Program (payroll deduction) or full payment.
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Desktop

Dell Optiplex 7070SFF

Small Form Factor desktop designed for impressive performance and expandability. Customization of CPU, hard drive and memory is available on request. Please email Computers.On.Campus@umanitoba.ca

- **Processor**: Intel i5-9500 (6 cores/9MB/6T/3.0GHz to 4.3GHz/65W)
- **Memory**: 8GB (1x8GB) 2666 MHz UDIMM non-ECC
- **Storage**: 512 GB M.2 Class 35 Solid State Drive
- **Graphics**: Intel UHD Graphics 630 (2 x Display Port)
- **Keyboard/Mouse**: Dell KB216 Wired Keyboard/Dell MS116 Wired Mouse
- **Optical Drive**: 8x DVD+-/RW 9.5mm
- **Operating System**: Windows 10 Home 64bit
- **Security**: TPM 2.0
- **Warranty**: 3 Years Pro-Support with Next Business Day

**Small Form Factor**

$947.00 + $1.00 ehf
EPIC Catalogue #2040849
In Stock

**Customizations**

- I7-9700 + $183.00
- I9-9900 + $348.00
- 16GB RAM + $181.00

---

Date: 7 October 2019
## Displays

### Model | Size | Resolution | Price | Epic Catalogue Number
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Dell P2219H | 21.5” | 1920 x 1080 | $209.00 + $4.00 ehf | 2038477
Dell P2319H | 23” | 1920 x 1080 | $269.00 + $4.00 ehf | 2038675
Dell P2419H | 24” | 1920 x 1080 | $259.00 + $4.00 ehf | 2038676
Dell U2718Q | 27” | 3840 x 2160 | $599.00 + $4.00 ehf | 2038352

Sound Bar + $39.00 (for displays 24” and smaller)

EPIC Catalogue #2039071

**Adjust to your comfort**: Pivot, tilt, swivel and adjust the height of your monitor for a comfortable setup all day long. Or choose from a variety of mounts and stands, including VESA, for even more flexibility.

**Easy on the eyes**: These TUV Certified monitors have flicker-free screens with ComfortView, a feature that reduces harmful blue light emissions. They are designed to optimize eye comfort even over extended viewing.

**3 year Advance Exchange Warranty**

---

Date: 7 October 2019
Notebooks/Laptops

Dell Latitude 7400 Ultraportable

The world’s smallest 14” premium business-class notebook features express connect, so you can automatically connect to the fastest Wi-Fi signal. Work confidently with a laptop equipped with all-day battery life. Customization of CPU, hard drive and memory is available on request. Please email Computers.On.Campus@umanitoba.ca

- **Processor**: Intel i5-8265U (4 core/6MB/1.6GHz)
- **Memory**: 8GB (1x8GB, DDR4)
- **Storage**: M.2 256GB Class 40 Solid State Drive
- **Graphics**: Intel UHD Graphics 620
- **Display**: 14” FHD (1920x1080) AG, Non-Touch
- **Keyboard**: Single Pointing US English with Backlight
- **Optical Drive**: None
- **Dimensions**: 17.82mm (h) x 321.35mm (w) x 214.08mm (d)
- **Weight**: 1.36Kg
- **Operating System**: Windows 10 Home 64bit
- **Security**: TPM 2.0
- **Warranty**: 3 Years ProSupport with Next Business Day Onsite Service

**Price**: $1354.00 + $0.80 ehf
EPIC Catalogue #2040281

**Upgrades**
- I7-8665U + $238.00
- 16GB RAM + $158.00
- 512GB SSD + $152.00

**Accessories**
- Noble TZ Wedge Lock + $59.99
  EPIC Catalogue #2037789
- Dock WD19DC 210W + $249.00
  EPIC Catalogue #2040343

Case—See in store selection

Date: 7 October 2019
Notebooks/Laptops

Dell Latitude 5500

The world’s smallest 15” mainstream business-class notebook lets you get to work faster than ever thanks to its scalable features, powerful performance and ExpressCharge. Customization of CPU, hard drive and memory is available on request. Please email Computers.On.Campus@umanitoba.ca

Processor: Intel i5-8265U (4 core/6MB/1.6GHz)
Memory: 8GB (1x8GB, DDR4)
Storage: M.2 256GB Class 35 Solid State Drive
Graphics: Intel UHD Graphics 620
Display: 15.6” FHD WVA (1920x1080) AG Non-Touch
Keyboard: Single Pointing Non-backlit US English
Optical Drive: None
Dimensions: 20.3mm (h) x 359.1mm (w) x 236.25mm (d)
Weight: 1.82Kg
Operating System: Windows 10 Home 64bit
Security: TPM 2.0
Warranty: 3 Years ProSupport with Next Business Day Onsite Service

$1131.00 + $0.80
ehf
EPIC Catalogue #2040344

Upgrades
I7-8650U + $238.00
16GB RAM + $158.00
512GB SSD + $152.00

Accessories
Noble TZ Wedge Lock + $59.99
EPIC Catalogue #2037789
Dock WD19DC 210W + $249.00
EPIC Catalogue #2040343
Case—See in store selection

Date: 7 October 2019
Notebook 2-in-1

**Dell Latitude 7400 2-in-1**

The world’s smallest 14” commercial 2-in-1 features Dell ExpressSign-in, the first PC proximity sensor enabled by Intel Context Sensing Technology and up to 26 hours and 46 minutes of battery life. Customization of CPU, hard drive and memory is available on request. Please email Computers.On.Campus@umanitoba.ca

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Configuration</strong></th>
<th><strong>EPIC Catalogue Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Price</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15/8GB/256GB</td>
<td>2040423</td>
<td>$1831.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7/16GB/256GB</td>
<td>2040593</td>
<td>$2220.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7/16GB/512GB</td>
<td>2040595</td>
<td>$2351.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accessories**

- Premium Pen PN-579X + $79.99
- Noble TZ Wedge Lock + $59.99
- Dock WD19DC 210W + $249.00
- Case—See in store selection

* * Special Orders allow 11 business days for delivery

**Processor**

Intel i5-8265U (4 core/6MB/1.6GHz)

**Memory**

8GB (1x8GB, DDR4)

**Storage**

M.2 256GB Class 35 Solid State Drive

**Graphics**

Intel UHD Graphics 620

**Display**

14” FHD (1920x1080) Touch

**Keyboard**

Single Pointing US English with Backlight

**Optical Drive**

None

**Dimensions**

17.82mm (h) x 321.35mm (w) x 214.08mm (d)

**Weight**

1.36Kg

**Operating System**

Windows 10 Home 64bit

**Security**

TPM 2.0

**Warranty**

3 Years ProSupport with Next Business Day Onsite Service
Accessories

Dell AC511M Soundbar

The lightweight, elegantly designed soundbar can be easily attached to your Dell flat panel monitor.

$39.00
Epic Catalogue #2027306

If you plan on reusing an older display an adapter may be required. Please call or email for assistance with selecting the correct adapter.

Dell Dock WD19DC 210W

The Dell dock provides a common docking experience for both Dell and non-Dell platforms via Display Port over USB Type-C.

USB-C 3.1 Gen 2 | USB-A 3.1 Gen 1 with PowerShare | Combo Audio/Headset/Audio Out | 2 x DisplayPort/HDMI 2.0b | 2 x USB-A 3.1 Gen 1 | Gigabit Ethernet RJ45

$249.00
Epic Catalogue #2040343

Noble TZ Wedge Lock

Noble TZ Wedge lock with barrel lock and peripheral trap. Compatible with systems using Noble Lock Slot.

$59.99
Epic Catalogue #2037789

Date: 7 October 2019
Accessories

**Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter—DA300**

Featuring the widest variety of port options available including HDMI, DP, VGA, Ethernet< USB-C and USB-A.

$114.99  
Epic Catalogue #2037734

**Dell Premium Active Pen—PN579X**

The Dell Premium Active Pen features flexible, multi-protocol compatibility with all Dell 2-in-1s with a Windows Ink compatible display.

$79.99  
Epic Catalogue #2040594

**Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter—DA200**

The Dell Adapter—USB-C to HDMI/VGA/Ethernet/USB 3.0 connects your mobile computer to an external display and the internet.

$94.99  
Epic Catalogue #2032022
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